1. Install crank and alternator pulleys.
2. Install alternator relocator brackets on top mount of alternator using one 3/8 x 1" socket head bolt.
3. Attach adjustment rod with assembled rod ends to relocator bracket using 3/8 x 1 1/4" bolt and locknut.
4. Install alternator bracket per drawing being sure to use the proper length spacers where noted in drawing. Meziere pumps will require the extra 3/8 x .100" washer between the backing plate and the 1.250" spacer.
5. Install the idler pulley to alternator bracket per drawing. Attach idler pulley cover.
6. Install and adjust belt (not included)

**Belts**
- Kit# 30065 - 5.0 302 use Dayco #5060380 (38")
- Kit# 30060 - 351 Windsor use Dayco #5060400 (40")
- Kit# 30061 and 30066 will require measuring to determine correct belt size